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Meeting Highlights
by Leo Davids, WFRC Secretary
 On Tuesday, November 8th, the Wright Flyers held 
the monthly membership meeting at the Monticello 
Middle School. This was the second indoor meeting of 
the season.
 The meeting was called to order at 7:07 PM by club 
vice-president Tom Springer. There were 2 officers 
and 6 members present. 
 The Secretary read meeting minutes for the October 
meeting as published in the November newsletter and 
they were approved as read.
 There was no treasury report available.
 Tom Springer gave an update on the Montissippi 
Field weather station. Tom and his technical team, Roy 
Woods, have determined that the solar panel has 
degraded so it couldn't keep up the battery for 24 hour 
transmission of the weather data. They are looking at 
whether to add more solar panel or replace the 
existing one with a larger panel. They are still battling 
with the Colorado maker of the microprocessor 
interface between the weather station and ham 
frequency transmitter to get a better bug-free 
operating software for this interface unit. Roy and 
Tom think they have a configuration for the 
transmitter to include video from cameras mounted 
on the shelter that will provide a video “still” every 1-2 
minutes from up to 3 different cameras. This can then 
be transmitted to the internet to view on your 
computer's web browser. 
 Tom Springer acknowledged his appreciation for 
the club to waive his dues next year for his fine service 
as head groundskeeper at our flying field this year. 
However, he wants to pay his dues himself and have 

The next meeting is scheduled for 
7:00 PM on Tuesday, December 

13th, 2011. It will be held in Room 29 of  
the Monticello Middle School. 

free member dues that were offered to him used to 
give a free membership to someone through a raffle or 
door-prize instead. 
 Tom did reprise what his activities and duties as 
groundskeeper had entailed this past year. The mowing 
was a weekly chore until the later part of August and 
required about a day's work to load up equipment, take 
it to the field, mow and trim, then transport the 
equipment back home and unload. The “temporary” 
mat runway added to the work because the edges 
weren't secure enough to mow up to and needed to be 
hand trimmed around. Tom also applied some kind of 
“scorched earth” herbicide to keep the ground under 
the shelter free of weeds. He also obtained some 
pesticide that he sprayed around the pit and parking 
area to keep the mosquitoes somewhat at bay. Tom 
reminded everyone that he got a weed sprayer, 350 
gallon water tank and a water pump so that we can 
begin weed control promptly in the Spring rather than 
fight from behind as we have in past years. With the 
water pump we can get water from the nearby river. 
However, the weight of the tank when full would be 
nearly 3000 pounds, so we need a heavy duty truck/
trailer if  we try to get full tank loads to the field.
 Other maintenance items that Tom suggests should 
put on the list for the Spring cleanup include new tops 
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for the 4x8 flat tables and considering what to do on 
the shelter roof where s few tabs are starting to break 
off  the shingles. 
 The question of the yearly dues was brought up as 
to when they are payable and if they are remaining the 
same as last year. The board of officers had not 
reviewed the club financial activity for this year to 
determine if the dues need to be changed. Once that is 
done and the dues for 2012 are set, club members will 
get renewal applications in January. 
 Officers are due to be installed in December for  
next year. So far, of the current officers, President 
Wayne VanDenBoom is not going to seek another 
term leaving that office open for either one of the 
other officers to seek or any members at large are 
eligible to seek an office. All nominations need to be 
presented at the December meeting.
 Joel Dirnberger volunteered to do a presentation at 
the December meeting on the installation methods to 
add LED strip lighting to an aircraft. Leo Davids 
volunteered to do a presentation at a future meeting 
on the setup and flying of  aircraft from water.
 The meeting was adjourned at at 8:14 PM.

Show & Tell
by Leo Davids, WFRC Secretary
 Joel Dirnberger brought in his rendition of the Blue 
Foam Wonder (combat plane) that John Kossiek and 
Leo Davids have been flying this summer. Joel's 
version takes some elements from both John's and 
Leo's. Like John, Joel used authentic Dow Blucore fan-
fold foam (a.k.a., FFF). And, like Leo, he added carbon 
fiber for wing stiffness and a pod fuselage to house the 
electronics rather than have them resting exposed on 
the delta wing. Joel also got a bit stylistic in the shape 
and gave the wings and fins some curved lines as 
opposed to simply straight. He used a CAD system to 
draw up the parts and then was able to print out 

templates for all the parts. His power system develops 
about 140 watts, giving good performance and long 

flight times. Joel had maidened the plane about a week 
before the meeting. He let Garth and Leo have 
evaluation flights and it got 2 thumbs-up for overall 
performance. Joel plans to make some minor revisions 
to the plans and then offer the templates to any club 
member who would like to build one for themselves. 

Visiting the Local Hobby Shop
by Leo Davids, WFRC Secretary
 You might recall that at our club fun-fly in 
September, one of the prizes was a $50 certificate to 
the hobby shop in St. Cloud, Baker's Hobby. Since I 
“won” this certificate, I decided to make the trek from 
Big Lake to St. Cloud and see what this long-time St. 
Cloud business was up to. 
 My recollection was that Baker's was one of 2 or 3 
hobby shops that catered to the RC sport when I got 
into it back in the late 1970's. Over the years that I 
occasionally did business with them, they moved three 
times and outlasted the other hobby shops in St. 
Cloud. Their last move a number of years ago was to 
51 3rd St. Northeast which is technically in Waite Park, 
more or less, behind the Crossroad Shopping Mall.
 Recently, Baker's came under new ownership, one 
Mr. Steve Knutson. He is carrying on the previous 
owner's efforts to bring back the RC segment to the 
store that for a while nearly abandoned the RC lines 
from their various hobby selections. When I visited the 
store just before the Thanksgiving Holiday, I talked 
with the manager, Jason Wester. Actually, I had met 
Jason last summer when he and his father Steve (a 
former WFRC member), stopped by the Montissippi 
Park to fly with us one evening. 
 Jason said that Baker's RC goods began to return to 
the counters almost two years ago and they are still 
building on selection and inventory. They have 
concentrated on Horizon as the main supplier because 
of the diverse equipment that is available through the 
ParkZone and E-Flite lines but have been adding some 
Hobbico/Great Planes and even some electric motors 
and speed controls from BP Hobbies for the budget 
conscious. Baker's stocks many of the popular 
ParkZone park flier and ultra-micro indoor aircraft 
and can special order any that are in stock at Horizon.
 Baker's stocks a selection of the Spektrum line of 
2.4 GHz spread spectrum radios. They are considering 
getting into Futaba radios which seem to be more 
popular among the helicopter pilots. In the RC heli 
line, they carry some of the Align brand heli's and 
parts. 
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 Another facet of the RC hobby that Baker's 
supports is RC surface vehicles with hobby grade of 
Traxxas cars and trucks. 

 Currently, the internet presence of Baker's is limited 
to a basic informational web site. Jason said that they 
are hoping to expand to encompass doing business 
over the internet by showing their store stock and 
selling from the web site as well.

 Jason is looking forward to the new technology 
AS3X ultra micro models that Horizon announced this 
Fall. He has the Micro Beast on order and expects it in 
early December. The Gee Bee and Hyper Taxi with 
AS3X technology are due out in early 2012.
 One service Jason offered our club is to combine 
for a bulk glow fuel buy in the Spring. Baker's stocks 
the Wildcat line of glow fuel for aircraft and Blue 
Thunder for surface vehicles. 

WFRC Club Officers for 1012
by Leo Davids, WFRC Secretary
 December is traditionally when we install the club 
officers that will guide WFRC through the coming 
year. After a stint of seven years as a club officer, 
Wayne VanDenBoom is stepping down as president, 
which he held for the past two years. If you wish to be 
considered for any club office, you must pay your club 
dues for 2012 and have a 2012 membership in AMA. 
So far, 21 of this year's WFRC members have renewed 
their AMA membership, including all the current club 
officers. We need a nice active warm body to fill at 
least one spot.

Upcoming Events
TCRC Winter Auction - The Twin Cities RC club is 
asking everyone to start assessing their fleet for likely 
candidates to go on the auction block. The big TCRC 
auction has been scheduled for Saturday, February 
11th, 2012. Preregistration for sellers will open on 
their we site in January. See www.trcronline.com for all 
the details.

Tips & Tricks
From the November 2011 AMA Insider

Get Clean!

http://www.trcronline.com
http://www.trcronline.com
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2011 Club Officers
............. ......Pres  Wayne Van Den Boom  763-443-4440

................ ....................VP Tom Springer  612-221-4087
.... .......................Treasurer  Perry Dzuik  763-477-6865
..... ........................Secretary  Leo Davids  763-263-3577
... ................Safety Off   Garth Landefeld  763-497-5828

..... .......................News Ed  Jean Davids  763-263-3577

If you have news or ideas for articles you would like to 
see, you can email me at jedweb@charter.net or call me at 

763-263-3577. Jean Davids

Café Express 
Want club logo apparel & other items? Shop here: 

http://www.cafepress.com/wrightflyersrc. 

 If you forget to use a barrier cream or latex gloves 
to prevent your hands from getting sticky when using 
epoxy, don’t use alcohol, acetone, or other solvents to 
clean them. Besides being harsh on your skin, those 
chemicals always leave a sticky residue no matter how 
many times you wipe your hands. 
 Instead use hand lotion to remove the epoxy 
residue. Just wash your hands with the lotion, rinse it 
off and the wash again with regular hand soap. It 
works like a charm and your hands will smell great!
—from Allen Rice, Boca Raton, Florida

Gloves for CA
 If you’re allergic to latex, one thing that works really 
well as an alternative—and is really inexpensive—is to 
use cheap plastic sandwich bags to cover your hands. 
They work well and are thin enough that you can feel 

that heat of  the glue as it sets.
 This works really well when you are applying glass 
cloth with CA, because you can hold the cloth to the 
balsa and feel when the glue sets. It lets you use very 
little CA to put down the cloth and saves quite a bit of 
weight.
—from Bob Furr, the Eugene Prop Spinners, Eugene, Oregon

Need a bench?
 Need an extra workbench, yet don’t have the space 
for a permanent one? How about an ironing board? If 
has a padded top (if you choose), is adjustable for 
height, and you can even sit down while covering or 
doing close-up work. Best of all, you can fold it up 
and put it away.
—From The Tail Spinner
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